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Casino de Mallorca. Casino de Mallorca is originally established in Magaluf, Calvia, Spain in 1978 and
moved to Centro Comercial Porto Pí in 2011. The 29,000 square-foot casino is a helm of casino games

and entertainment, with a convention center as extension for the pleasure of guests. The interior is
generous and artful, closely tying up with prestige. Guests must be at least 18 years of age in order to be
permitted to grace the gambling halls. A valid identification card such as a passport or a driver’s license

must be presented to the doorman upon entry for proof of age. In terms of dress code, a smart semi-
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formal to a total formal wear would rock the night. This casino has not published any offers yet. Games
Available. Casino de Mallorca is home to approximately 99 gaming machines and 15 table games with
9 Poker tables . All of the gaming machines and tables are connected to WIGO management system for
clean and easy ticket in/ticket out play. There are 93 Slots and 6 Electronic Roulette tables for the leisure

of the guests combined with the latest technology. Electronic Bingo , Electronic Blackjack , and Video
Poker are also available with the ease of the iTable technology. Roulette , Blackjack , and Stud Poker on
the live dealer tables are available and guests can place a side bet for a 2,000:1 return when they catch
a royal Flush. Blackjack pays 3:2, the dealer hits 16, and sticks on 17. Standing players can wager on
the hands of seated players. The Poker room at Casino Mallorca runs Poker Cash Games daily and
Poker Tournaments several times each week, mostly on Tuesdays. Tournaments are lead by various
well-known brands including 888. With nearly 10 varieties on offer from Challenger Tournaments with
play counting to Master Poker Ranking to Classics, Bounty Masters, and Freeze-Outs There are two
tables open for No Limit Texas Hold’em at 4pm daily with blinds at €2 to €20 minimum and €50 up to

€400 maximum. Furthermore, the management also raises an online casino . Check their official
website for more information. Casino de Mallorca is open daily at 10:00 AM to 5:00 AM. Amenities.

Exquisite dining is offered at the CDM Cafe with meals such as pastries, sandwiches, gourmet dishes,
coffee, infusions, and tea. Moreover, fine dining is available at the Restaurant by CDM, from appetizers

including baby squids Andalusian style, a Majorcan Trampó salad with scallops, superb soups and pasta
to main dishes such as lobster stew for two and grilled beef tenderloin with mushroom risotto. The Moon
Cocktail Bar offers refreshments, with a wide variety of concoctions, until closing hour. Moreover, there is
a convention center nearby, perfect to catch entertainment shows, business conference, musical nights,

and many more. Nearby Casinos: & Hotel Islas Baleares (76mi.) Menorca (91mi.) Casino Barcelona
(128mi.), Casino Tarragona (129mi.) (141mi.) Rate and write a review Cancel reply. This site uses

Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed.
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